
Valentine's Project 

Due Thursday 2/10 - Friday 2/11 

Make 1 and Make 2 

 

Design and make something for someone for Valentine's Day which is Monday February 14. The 

project must be created (drawn and/or designed) by you personally, and can be made out of 

cardboard, wood, acrylic, or vinyl, be 3D printed, or be cut on the CNC or even use multiple 

materials and methods. You don't have to pay for materials.  

 

The project must show substantial effort to receive full credit. In other words, a simple red 

heart vinyl sticker that says "MOM" would be a sweet gesture, but won't get you full credit. 

Neither will starting the project right before it is due. 

 

Steps: 

 

1) Think about what you want to make. Tell me your thoughts on what you plan to make by 

Tuesday 2/1 – Wednesday 2/2, then lock it down by Tuesday 2/8 – Wednesday 2/9. Both days 

there will be a Google form for you to fill out to keep me in the loop. 

 

What should you make? My suggestion is to decide who you are going to make something for, 

then figure out something that they would appreciate that you can make. You could make a gift 

for a parent, grandparent, brother or sister or other relative, close friend or buddy, a teacher, or 

for someone else who is important in your life. It's completely up to you. 

 

2) Make it. 

 

3) When you are done, turn in an appropriate electronic file (if you used Inkscape or Tinkercad). 

If you did not use Inkscape or Tinkercad you do not need to turn a file in. 

 

4) Show Mr. Hays your completed project in person for credit. 

 

5) Have fun! 

 

The idea here is that you will create something of your own, not just find an image on the 

Internet, Trace Bitmap, and laser cut it. You need to show me that you put in a substantial 

amount of your own work, time and energy, to get full credit. If you aren't sure of what I 

mean by "substantial effort" come talk with me. You've got two weeks to work on this. Make 

something wonderful! 

 

Dates again: 

 

 Say what you think you want to make: Thursday 2/3 – Friday 2/4 

 Commit to what you are going to make: Tuesday 2/8 – Wednesday 2/9 

 Finish making it: Thursday 2/10 - Friday 2/11 

 


